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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

Before you operate the machine, please read this manual carefully. Do not 
operate the machine until you understand the contents of this document. 
Should you have any doubts, please contact your local distributor, or sales 
agent, for further advice. 
We keep the right for modifying the manual without notification.  
 
PF-9007 is a professional tool which can help you easily find the super quality 
counterfeit banknotes with your eyes! It provides you with a very sure way of 
detecting counterfeit notes by checking the presence of fluorefibre, infrared ink, 
watermark, magnetic ink, OVI (Optical Variable Ink) figure, "KIP effect", "Micro 
Perforation" mark, intaglio printing(Latent Image) and micro-printing.  
 
1. Marked rules for checking the note size. 
2. MG video is used to check the magnetic ink and security thread ink(option) 
3. With the mouse camera 9002 connected with the machine through S3 port, 
you cancheck the infrared image, micro-printing and UV mark over 12 times 
magnifying, easily judging the notes by analyzing the position, appearance 
under UV, infrared light, and white light(option) 
4. Check the UV mark directly under UV mode.  
5. With the laser pen connected with the machine through USB port, you can 
check the banknotes with laser security feature with your eyes. 
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Appearance Diagram 

 

Parts Name 
1. LCD Display Screen     10. AV video signal output 
2. LED Mode Indicator             11. MAG video 
3. Video Camera(partial image)          12. Mouse camera port 
4. Control Panel        13. Video capture and AV cable 
5. LED Light source indicator             14. power adapter 
6. Video Camera(whole image)     15 .USB cable 
7.  Power Switch                       16. Mouse Camer 9007(Option) 
8. DC 12V power socket                 17. Driving CD 
9. Laser detecting pen port                       

 
 
The LED indicator on left side from the top down: whole image camera, partial 
image camera, MAG video, MC-9002 camera, infrared light of MC-9002, white 
light of MC-9002, UV light of MC-9002, stand-by mode; 
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   (2) Cean it using a piece of soft dry cloth 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*** In the interests of our policy of continual product improvement, 
specifications are subject to change without notice *** 
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